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I'm Here For Another Term
As
I write this, Olympic-mania is now
done. My only regret is that I never
did get to ride the zip-line from the
Courthouse to the Art Gallery in my court
robes. Oh well, maybe next time.
As usual, our Guild calendar has been a
busy one over the last month.
Christian Burchard has been and gone. For
the hard-core woodturners that chose it
over the gold-medal hockey game, it was
well worthwhile. Christian showed us how
he works his magic with wet madrone, and
I am sure the demo and class sparked a lot
of ideas for those who came out.
Our demonstration at Brentwood Mall is
also over. It was a great day of turning, and
a terrific way of showing our art and craft
to a demographic that we simply do not
reach at tool shows – even when those are
combined with dog shows! I want to thank
everybody who came out and contributed,
and in particular Peter McLaren, who has
done an excellent job in organizing it.
Elections were held at the last meeting.
Claudia Hayward returns as secretary.
Members at Large Peter McLaren and Ed
Pretty return for another term, and
Michelle Gendron joins us for the first
time. Despite my best efforts to build
drama my post of president did not have a

hotly contested race, and I too have returned
for another term. I want to thank Gregg
Parsons, our outgoing Member at Large, for
the hard work he has put in over the last two
years.
As I have said more than once in this column,
the Guild depends on its volunteers for its
success. We are fortunate to have a significant
number of members who are willing to step
forward and volunteer their time so that the
programs and events we have developed will
continue. Those volunteers also come up
with new programs and events that further
continued on page 2

SYMPOSIUM
DEMONSTRATOR

Jason
Marlow

Helmet

President's challenge this month is 'NOT ROUND'
Main Event:Marco Berera demonstrates Ring
Turning
Critique Table
Kerry Deane-Cloutier & Larry
Stevenson will moderate a critique
of your pieces.
Focus on Fundamentals:Ross Pilgrim will demonstrate beads
and turn a foot roller.

Tech Talk Table:Bruce Campbell will host a forum for
your technical questions.
March Food Suppliers:Dell Valair, Gerry Vickers, Anthony Wade,
Philip Wade, David Wagner, David Warren
April Food Suppliers:John Weir, Alison Weir, Barry Wilkinson,
Des Wilson, Lloyd Zimmerman, Rick
Anderson
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MICROWAVE RECIPES FOR WOOD

High Speed Wood Drying
by Ed Pretty
A couple of months back
there was a discussion at the
Tech Talk Table about drying
rough turned bowls. The two
techniques most discussed
were
boiling
and
microwaving. While boiling is
a good way to relieve stress
in the wood and is a good
way to handle several pieces
at once, there is still a
variable drying time required, up to several months
depending on size. It was agreed that this method is
preferred for large batches and yields solid blanks
with little chance of failure. It was also generally
agreed that microwaving is more applicable to 'one
offs' and is a more rapid way of fully drying a bowl.
It can be used for rough-turned blanks as well as
finish-turned pieces as long as a distorted piece is
desired. There was quite a discussion about times
and power levels when using microwaves.
Recently I had occasion to do several pieces in the
microwave so thought I would pass on a few
observations from that experience. First, I will say
that I have my very own microwave for drying wood.
I don’t let anyone use it for such frivolous things as

President's Column

Here I Am Again
continued from page 1

the Guild's objectives, keep us from going stale, and
most importantly, are fun.
With that in mind, I would like to thank three of our
members for stepping up and volunteering: Murray
MacKinnon, Steve Kent and Peter McLaren. Murray
has agreed to become our Focus on Fundamentals
Coordinator, and Peter and Steve have agreed to join
the Gang of Three.
I would like all of you to keep two things in mind.
Firstly that the more involved you are, the more you
will get out of this Guild. Secondly, the way to really
learn something is to to teach it. As such, when Murray
calls you and asks you to lead a Focus on Fundamentals
session, or when Peter and the gang contact you to do a
demonstration, say Yes! You do not have to have been a
founding member to pass your knowledge on to the
rest of us.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

“STAGE ONE:- Hitachi Dry Kiln”
heating coffee, warming dinner or making popcorn; I
don’t want my bowls smelling like garlic or butter.
And I keep it squirreled away in the basement to
avoid people with sensitive noses commenting about
the sewer backing up again. I also have my very
own kitchen scale to eliminate yet another possible
territorial dispute.
I have heard all kinds of horror stories about drying
wood where the house was filled with putrid smoke
and pieces coming out that have essentially been
converted to carbon. Obviously a few steps were
missed in the recipe in these cases. Just like
popping popcorn, a watched microwave on 'High'
never scorches – but walk away for a minute . . .
Generally I have found that a High setting will work,
but it better be short and you’d better be prepared to
absorb a few rads at the window while you carefully
observe the progress. I once dried a very thin 6”
bowl in one-minute shots about a minute apart. It
was done after ten shots. Using a small scale, I found
that just as much water was lost while it rested as
was lost in the oven. When it quit losing weight it
was obviously done. I dry my tubes usually in three
2-minute shots on 'High' lots of boilage takes place
during the first two hits but they are ultra-thin so
they will move readily. I check each time with a very
scientific “knock test” before whacking them again.
They are too light for the scale.
For any pieces with a heavier cross section I prefer
to use the “Defrost” setting which has a ten minute
continued on page 3
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KEEP YOUR SNOOT OUT OF THE WAY

Fumes Are Wicked – And Probably Toxic
continued from page 2
rest period built in (which I occasionally ignore).
After initial weighing I have found that a test run at
15 minutes will give me an idea of how things will
go. Typically I weigh the piece (using my nifty
kitchen scale from the thrift store) when I take it out,
leaving it until it’s at least beginning to cool because
I have found that like the thin bowl, it will continue to
loose water as it sits. This is the 'Power Save' cycle.
If removing it early, it’s an idea to use oven mitts
because sometimes there is live steam escaping
from the wood. It’s important to continue to weigh
the piece at each stage to monitor its progress.
Usually it drops weight in even increments until it
reaches a point where less weight is removed (write
each weight on the bowl). Obviously something is
changing at that point and I suspect that water is
finally being driven from the core. At that point I
reduce the time (still on Defrost) to, say, ten
minutes. As the rate of water loss increases, I
continue to reduce the time until there is no weight
loss. I have a cheap-o moisture meter that usually
won’t read anything at that point, but I think it’s in
the neighbourhood of 12%. After that I usually store
the piece in a toasty spot near the furnace for a
couple of days to really even things out. Although
difficult at times, I try to catch the piece before it is
dead cold between cycles so that it remains at least
warm throughout the process. On the other hand
there will be times when you forget it or simply can’t
continue – like during happy hour. Not a big deal.
There are some advantages to drawing the process

STAGE TWO:- Woodturning has taken over just
about every room in the house except the laundry
room. Hmmm. Hollow forms in the dryer?

out a bit. There is a lot of stress put on the wood as
water leaves the form that rapidly. I believe the rest
periods allow the structure of the wood to 'catch up'
with the water loss, thus reducing cracking. Having
the process broken into steps allows you to monitor
progress and take any action required to save the
piece – up to and including not turning it into a
briquette. I inspect the piece each time I take it out
for cracks and CA glue them on the spot. Keep your
snoot out of the way when doing this because the
fumes that come off when the wood is hot are
wicked – and probably toxic.

''If you want to prolong your marriage –
avoid setting the unit on 'High' for 20
minutes and walking away

''

- Ed

Funny thing about cracks - not that I would give any
assurance that this always works – but they tend to
close up as the wood becomes completely dry
(unless radiating from the pith itself). Sometimes.
Recently I turned a piece that was supposed to be a
rough and ready thing with square chain-sawn sides
and rough-turned top and bottom. Only the bowl
was cleanly turned. The intent was to let any cracks
add to the rough hewn theme. As it went through the
drying process the loveliest radial cracks started to
appear. I was ecstatic. They remained until the last
couple of runs when it was just about out of water then they slammed shut. I was choked. The only
evidence of the once magnificent rifts was a slight
tectonic shift on the razor edge of the oval bowl. If I
had tried to avoid cracks, they would have remained
for sure. This happened to another piece a long time
ago before I discovered the magic of CA glue, so I
know it happens, but I say again – no guarantees.
In general I would say that especially for a one-off
piece and where you would like to get on with the
process (say, wedding, birthday or anniversary
presents the next day) microwaving is hard to beat.
If you want to keep the wooden appearance rather
than ebonizing it from the inside out - and if you
want to prolong your marriage – avoid setting the
unit on 'High' for 20 minutes and walking away. Try
'Defrost' before and after breakfast, lunch, happy
hour, dinner and before bed, all the time checking for
cracks (was that a pun?). Thanks to your very own
microwave, a discarded Weight Watchers’ scale and
rattle-can lacquer, it’s not out of the question to have
a pretty zippy looking piece ready to go in very short
order.

Page 4
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TURNING 101 - JANUARY 30, 2010

Making A Story Board And A Goblet
by Allan Cusworth
A group of seven very enthusiastic woodturners
along with Gerry Vickers, our Turning 101 organizer,
and Lorne Nelson, our mentor, met at the Sapperton
Pensioners Hall on Saturday, January 30 to learn
some woodturning basics. The project we wrapped
this learning around was the preparation of a story
board and the making of a goblet.
One of the basic tools that I feel a woodturner should
understand is a story board. Sometimes the “wood
will speak to you” as you start to turn it. However, I
feel that it is a good idea to have a plan of what you
want to produce before you put a chisel to the wood.
A story board is that plan. We drew a diagram of half
the goblet design along the edge of a piece of cereal
box cardboard. All of the details; diameters, radii,
depths, lengths, etc. were noted on that piece of
cardboard. To see the full goblet shape we held a
piece of flat mirror along the flat edge of the story
board and voila a complete picture of the goblet
pattern is revealed.
Everyone turned a beautiful goblet using their story
board to transfer their unique design elements to a 3”
x 3” x 8” piece of maple that Gerry brought. We
standardized our basic goblet shape to fit the block
of wood. Our completed goblets were 6 1/2” high x 2
3/4” in diameter with a 2 3/4” deep cup.
Basic turning skills were shown and practiced while
turning the outside of the goblet cup, shaping the
stem and base and hollowing out the inside of the
cup. Everyone created a different overall shape but

all were completed according to the turner’s unique
story board. Salad Bowl Beeswax was the food safe
finishing material we used.
Everyone had a learning experience, including me. I
feel that the best way to learn anything is to teach it
to someone else. Thanks Gerry, for letting me show
these turners how I turn a goblet and for helping
mentor the group. Thanks also to our other mentor,
Lorne Nelson. His help was greatly appreciated by
all. These two experienced turners made it possible
for us all to have a very successful day.
Thanks guys

TURNING 101 GOBLETS by Ted McKinnon (2),
Ray Schifferns & Allan Cusworth. Other GVWG
attendees Art Rock, Frank Cullis, Mike Gosnell,
Tom Hultman, Wilf Meier and Lloyd Zimmerman

THANK YOU FOR A GOLD MEDAL DAY

Winners of 10,000m Lathe Drag
by Jim Johnson
There was another gold medal performance on
Sunday, February 28 2010. While Canada was
winning gold at the men’s hockey final game, at
the same time there were certain members of the
GVWG who commanded a gold medal of their
own.
These members were up at the crack of dawn
working together as a team to ensure that the
Club’s lathe and all the necessary tools made it
safely and in a timely manner for the turning
demonstration at the Evergreen Centre in
Coquitlam. Christian Burchard, the guest

demonstrating for the wood turners, was
impressed by this group indeed.
The team consisted of Jim Johnson, Harry
Taylor, Ed Pretty, Steve Kent, and Mike Gosnell.
This cooperative and resourceful bunch worked
to not only set up the machine flawlessly, but
they also returned the goods safely without a
glitch. This was no easy feat moving the “Beast”
but this team proved that for the event to be so
successful many hands made light work. It is
good folks like these that make this guild
unbeatable.
A gold medal to you all
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STANLEY CLARKE - A LEGEND

A Great Man, Remembered By Many
by Chris Clarke
Stan was born in Fort William, Ontario and had
moved out to Lethbridge from after many years as a
radio operator in the Ontario bush. His radio
communications had guided and landed many bush
planes and commercial ventures during this time. He
was hired by Trans Canada Airlines which later
turned into Air Canada. Stan was with Air Canada
until he retired in 1972.
While he was with Trans Canada Air, he began to
paint in oils, and the legacy began . . . Stan Clarke
was introduced to the arts in the early 1950's when
he met Jean Reagh while moonlighting at a flower
shop in Lethbridge Alberta. Jean had attended
Alberta College of Art and the Chicago Art Institute.
Stan and Jean moved to Vancouver and set up
Reagh Studios and sold ceramics and supplies.
Stan's contemporaries were Bill Reid, Tony Onely
and Gathy Faulk among many others. He exhibited
as a portrait painter and a jeweler, working in silver
and enamel.
He was in on the start of the BC Potters guild and
began to moonlight at the UBC Potter's hut teaching
in the extension department while working for Air
Canada and as well designing the award winning
flight dispatcher's office at the 'new' Vancouver
airport. He spent some time with the great potter
Bernard Leach in England.
In 1956 the Clarkes moved to Surrey and set up a
pottery and sculpture studio, producing work there
for many years in the old chicken houses, firing the
oil kiln only at night as not to distress the neighbors'
with the black clouds! Stan retired from Air Canada
and set up Greenbarn Pottery Supply at the farm.
During this time Stan attended a World Craft council
meeting in Britain and was bitten by the studio glass
bug, he learned about blowing glass by studying with
George Elliott and also spent time at the Glass
House in London. On return to Canada, he set up a
hot glass shop in the early '70's and exhibited from
then on.
Stan was always generous with his knowledge and
many potters and glass blowers benefited from his
advice. He could tell you how to set up a kiln,
encouraged those to build a kiln themselves rather
than buy one and could tell you how to adjust a glaze
that wasn't working out.
When his daughter Chris returned from both Alberta
College of Art and the Glass Centre in England, she
kicked him out of his glass studio, this was when
Stan decided to start turning wood. This was a great
time for him and he enjoyed the friends in the wood
clubs and pleased many with his creations.

Stan Clarke – Feb 7,1914 – Feb 13, 2010
Stan retired from Greenbarn at the age of 92, selling
up the old farm where he had spent over 50 years.
He set up a wood shop in his new home and received
the 'Civic Treasure' award from the City of Surrey in
2008.
Stan and Jean had always had lively discussions on
Art vs Craft, and it was always entertaining if a roast
was cooked in the kiln and forgotten and reduced to
ashes, or wine was mulled by a hot poker in the
glory hole of the glass studio. Famous people have
had their Lincolns danced on by goats and
investigated by cats(Uncle Ben and Harry Adaskin).
But every one was welcome and entertained by the
antics of the various animals that populated the
farm.
Stan Clarke was a renaissance man of our times,
curious, hungry for knowledge and a great fan of
musical theatre. He had a great circle of friends and
was much loved by Bacon and Van, Bull Terriers that
he loved dearly, and they loved him.
Bacon was at the Bridge to meet him and sadly for
Chris, Van followed Stan a few days later, onto this
new chapter.
This article was written by Stan’s daughter, Chris,
and submitted by Bev Atchison. Thanks to Bob
McConnell for putting us in touch. - Dennis
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TECH TALK – FEBRUARY 2010

Tool Rests & Strange Wood
by Bruce Campbell
Tech Talk was well attended last month with lots of
observers and participants. I started things off by
bringing in my hand-made spindle steady based on
the design suggested by Ernie Conover. That led to a
general discussion on toolrests and a particular
question about curved toolrests. My own experience
is that using a toolrest appropriate for the project
makes things much easier. If I am turning small
objects like tops or bottle stoppers then a short 4-6”
toolrest is best. As the job gets bigger a longer rest
should be used. I like to minimize the number of
times I move the toolrest so I have 6”, 10”, 14”, 24”,
and 42” rests (the last two require two banjos). As
for curved toolrests, I confess that I own one but
rarely use it. I always seem to be able to position a
straight one to give me enough support. Mind you,
there are lots of folks who swear by them.
Next someone placed a small piece of wood on the
table that had been heavily eaten by bugs. Several
folks agreed that the culprits were likely ants and
that lead to a discussion on managing bugs in wood.
Canada began to tightly control hardwood imports in
the mid 1990s and today you may not import timber
that has any bark or shows signs of bugs (worm
holes, etc) unless you provide a certificate of
fumigation. For most of us that is just too expensive
so be sure there is no bark and no bug holes on your
wood. In addition, Canada is a signatory to the

Spindle
steady
based on
design by
Ernie
Conover
Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species (CITIES) so, technically, border agents
should also check that the species of wood is not
endangered (for example, lignum vitae – the densest
wood in the world - is now classified as endangered).
If you are planning to import a large quantity of
wood it will be worthwhile to look up the botanical
name – not the common name - and be sure it is on
the “Allowed” list of Agriculture Canada. For the list
as at 2006 see our web page http://www.gvwg.ca
and click on the 'Articles' link or contact Agriculture
Canada ahead of time.
To find the botanical name of a wood try the Internet
or a good reference book. Be prepared to be quite
specific, as we tend to lump wood into groups rather
continued on page 7

WEST COAST ROUND-UP III

Registration is open for our third regional
symposium to be held on Sept 10-12 at the
Sheraton Guildford in Surrey. If you have
attended a symposium before you need no
convincing of the great value. But, if you have

never spent a weekend sourrounded by about
300 fellow turners, watching world-class
demonstrations, enjoying the Instant Gallery, the
food, and the vendor trade show then you are in
for a terrific surprise. We have eight excellent
presenters (learn more about them at
http://www.gvwg.ca/symposium/home.html),
an excellent location with everything on one
floor, lunches, Friday night reception, and
Saturday evening Banquet and Auction, all
included in the price.
Be sure to register early to ensure a place and to
take advantage of the Early Bird price. You may
register
online
at
http://www.gvwg.ca/
symposium/home(html) or print out the
registration form and mail it along with payment
to the address on the form.
For more information contact:syminfo@gvwg.ca
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CHRISTIAN BURCHARD DEMO & CLASS

Christian Burchard's Visit - A Real Treat
by Ed Pretty
As advertised, Christian Burchard’s visit to the
GVWG was a real treat. Arriving from Ashland
Oregon, Christian was here for a group demo on
February 28 and a hands-on class March 1. In spite
of the Olympics (what Olympics?) we had a fairly
decent turn out for the demo, held at the Evergreen
Community Center in Port Coquitlam: a nice venue, I

Christian makes his living solely from
woodturning and wood sculpture
might add. The hands-on wasn’t full as of the
morning of the demo, but as a testament to his skill
as a turner, his presence as a demonstrator and the
fact that in spite of his elevated status as an artist he
is a very amiable guy, it filled up with one extra
before the demo was done.
We had visitors attending from the North West

Woodturner’s Guild in Mount Vernon, Washington at
the Sunday demo. (Who, by the way, provided us
with some cannon fodder during the gold medal
hockey game. We were kind – sort of). Christian
started with his résumé which was extensive to say
the least. A background in formal art training
(including the Emily Carr School of Art) and
practical hands-on experience as a furniture maker
brought Christian to woodturning. From that point he
was influenced by such turners as Rude Osolnik and
others who came very early to the rebirth of
woodturning as an art form in North America. Over
time he came to make his living solely from
woodturning and wood sculpture, which we all know
can be a rough road. He now works almost
exclusively with green Madrone, known to us, of
course, as Arbutus. Even more specifically, his
material of choice is root burl. As one might expect,
a lot of his work is thin, taking advantage of the
continued on page 8

TECH TALK – FEBRUARY 2010

Lets Do Our Part To Not Be Part Of Problem
continued fom page 6

than species. For example, “rosewood” is a family
with over 200 species and “ironwood “ has over 400
species.
And please don’t cheat. As we travel the world it
seems innocent enough to stash a small piece of
wood in our luggage on the way home. But be sure
that piece is not carrying a passenger. We all know
the devastation of the Pine Beetle, the Apple Maggot,
fresh water Eurasian Milfoil, and the pretty but highly
invasive Morning Glory and Purple Lustrith. Today
more (perhaps most) plant and insect infestations
are being caused by human activity. Lets do our part
to not be part of the problem.
And lastly, a member placed a very odd piece of
wood on the table and asked if anyone knew what it
was. Several of us who grew up in the Interior
recognized it as a branch burl, likely from a pine
tree. This example was quite large (bigger than my
fist) and had a wonderful shape. Usually they are
smaller – less than the size of a golf ball. What
makes them unique is they grow on very slender
branches. I estimate this one grew around a branch
that was less than an inch thick. If you are ever
traveling in the Interior keep you eye out for these
burls. They could make interesting turning stock.
Tech Talk happens each month before the regular
Guild meeting. If you have questions, technical

challenges, or if you have come up with a clever
solution to a turning problem, bring them to the next
Tech Talk. When we share, we learn, and then we all
get better.

When sucking out your sanding dust from your
bag: Always put a screen in front of the hose or
attach a leash to the bag. At least I know, that
the dust collector works. Does anyone know
how to sew?
- Marco
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CHRISTIAN BURCHARD DEMO & CLASS

Christian Burchard's Visit A Real Treat
continued from page 7

species’ ease of machining and particular tendency
to move in fantastic ways, yet retain its strength. His
Power Point presentation highlighted a varied and
interesting portfolio of work. Often when I see
presentations such as Christian’s I am both inspired
and disappointed – as in “Damn, why didn’t I think of
that!”
His first demonstration was to turn a small version of
his trademark basket shape, hollowed to a wall
thickness of something less than 1/16'' using simple
tools (which he does not sell – a refreshing change).
His thickness gauge was a very rudimentary caliper
made from a piece of 1/8" rod bent into a kind of 'G'
shape with about a 1/4"” throat (and obviously
adjustable). By following the inside of the form, any
change is wall thickness is evident, showing the
progress from top to bottom.

Microwave used to bring
piece to its final shape
The next step was to microwave the piece to bring it
to its final shape. Although not completely
predictable, he pointed out pitfalls that would
produce an undesirable shape – mostly irregular wall
thickness. The microwave was used sparingly
because of the incredible thinness, allowing rest
periods between “hits” to let the piece move.
Discussion from there was mainly about texturing
and finishing options.
After breaking for lunch, Christian briefly critiqued
work that some of us had brought in, hoping he
would be kind. His approach – completely consistent
with his personal style – was to draw out of the
maker of each piece what their intentions were, if

they felt they had achieved their goals and what they
might have changed: a very positive and
constructive session overall and worth the butterflies.
On to session last, Christian demonstrated yet
another signature piece: spheres. It would be
impossible to avoid a little banter about this
particular shape. I was reminded of the session
during the Oscars when Robin Williams commented
that there would be quite a few balls being held all
over Hollywood after the ceremony. ‘Nuff said. The
process was fairly simple, relating the whole process
to three axis, starting first with a cylinder. After the
cylinder was complete it was marked off lengthwise
with the diameter and the center of that marked as
well. After parting down at the length/diameter
marks a rough ball was turned leaving material to be
removed later. A cup drive center was turned using
end-grain wood and the newly formed ball was
rotated 90° with the center line now aligned with the
ways. The high spots that formed a “ghost” were
removed but just barely leaving the first center mark.
A double center mark was made upon completion
and the ball turned a second time with the new
center in line with the ways and the first mark 90° to
the faceplate or chuck. The operation was repeated,
barely leaving the two previous center marks and the

''Using one, two then three lines was the
key that I needed to add to my tool box
of tricks

''

- Ed

new center marked with three lines. In this way it was
easy to keep track of the order of business with the
line count. After completing the whole sequence a
second time, a complete ball was finished. Using
continued on page 9
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CHRISTIAN BURCHARD DEMO & CLASS

Christian Burchard's Visit A Real Treat
continued from page 8
one, two then three lines was the key that I needed to
add to my tool box of tricks. I have used this method
before but always got lost in the order of business
because I used only a single line each time. Some
things are just too easy.
Monday’s class was at Island Woodcraft as usual
where we also met Ryan, the new Manager/Sales
Rep/ Janitor. In all, Bruce Hodgson, Michelle
Gendron, Peter McLaren, Mike O’Leary, Olaf Lepper
and Ed Pretty played rock-paper-scissors for the
various lathes. It was a full house and after divvying
up the pieces of Arbutus burl that Christian brought,
we launched immediately into hollowing vessels of

SYMPOSIUM DEMONSTRATOR

Graeme Priddle

Point Break

our own design – that, as chance would have it,
looked quite similar to Christian’s “baskets”. None of
us had ever used CA glue to attach a waste block so
were a little nervous starting out but nothing
ricocheted of the walls, so at least our first lesson
was a success. As I toiled on my own creation I
asked – and heard again and again from behind me -

I asked – and heard again and again from
behind me - “Is that thin enough?”
The answer was always
“Can you make it thinner?”
- Ed
“Is that thin enough?” The answer was always “Can
you make it thinner?” Christian constantly
challenged us and offered many suggestions for
everything from sharpening alternatives to tool
techniques. By and by we each had our little baskets
ready for the microwave, so took turns seeing of the
proof was in the pudding. Successes all around! We
all earned a great lunch, sampling the fare at the
local Vietnamese Pho (which seems to mean
“noodle”) restaurant.
The afternoon was reserved for spheres. Personally, I
have turned enough spheres that that didn’t appeal
as much as taking another run at a thin vessel. Just
as I had a small piece of burl shaped and ready for
hollowing, Christian challenged me to see how fast I
could make a sphere. Whether it’s in everyone’s
nature to pick up the gauntlet or he just saw it in my
eyes I’m not sure, but in a couple of minutes I found
myself prepping a block on centers. In short order I
had a sphere-like object very similar is shape to the
ones on the other lathes. At that point I had the
opportunity to try some of the off-center cutting that
Christian uses to make the arcs on many of his
spheres. He encouraged me to try various
techniques that yielded multiple staggered arcs, tight
radius and large radius arcs as well as different
depths/widths of cut. Everyone completed their
project, although starting from the same size blank,
sphere sizes ranged from bigger-than-a-softball to
bigger-than-a-golf-ball.
The day was yet another successful adventure with a
visiting turner/instructor. Christian is a skillful turner
and instructor and he was able to draw out our
individual strengths in various ways. He created an
environment that was entertaining and fun – and it
showed in the results.
Recently I made a decision to enroll in every class
that is available, because I was tired of kicking
myself for missing a great opportunity. This class
proved yet again that the decision was sound.
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Jim Johnson - Cherry 7 in x 1 in - Shellac

Michelle Gendron - Spalted Maple
- 6 in x 4 in - Wax

Maarten Meerman - Various
Woods - Extremly Small
Bruce Hodgson - Cherry 9 in x 8 in - Tung Oil

Bruce Hodgson - Box Elder Burl 9 in x 9 in - Tung Oil

Bruce Hodgson - Cherry 10 in x 12 in - Tung Oil

Peter McLaren -3’’ x 4’’ Maple
- Painted - Burned - Carved

Jim Johnson - Silver Maple 13in x 5in - Beeswax and Shellac

PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE

Maarten Meerman - Various
Woods - Very Very Tiny

Colin Delory - 3 in x 3-5 in
- Maple - Mahogany Hearts

Kerry Deane-Cloutier - Maple 7 in x 1 in - no finish
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wood Co-op Shutting Down
Last winter the Wood Co-op’s building on Granville Island
was snow damaged, and subsequently condemned. The coop struggled to find a new location, opening a small gallery
in the Net Loft on Granville Island, and another on Sixth Ave.
But, between that and the recession, they have decided to
shut down. This is a serious loss for several of our members
who had their work in the gallery. The Net Loft gallery is
already closed, but the Sixth Ave. location will be open until
March 26.
Craft Supplies USA sponsors they guild by supplying
discount coupons. They also have a mailing list for their
promotional emails. You can sign up at:
http://www.woodturnerscatalog.com/

CLASSIFIEDS
VERITAS® SCRAPER BURNISHER The burnisher forms a
sharp, continuous hook. Scrapers using the Veritas Scraper
Burnisher are easy to control, produce a superior finish, and
last longer between sharpenings, Lee Valley Sells for 46.50 +
tax
Price $25.00
If interested call BARRY WILKINSON at 604-536-6870 or
email bwilki@shaw.ca
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GVWG Officers,

Appointees & Volunteers

PRESIDENT

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
VICE PRESIDENT

Larry Stevenson
SECRETARY

Claudia Hayward

JET 1014 VARIABLE SPEED MINI LATHE. Thoroughly
tested, works perfectly, still has some white paint. Tail stock
and banjo have been upgraded with square base plates for
better grip on the Bed. Reversing switch added to turn in
reverse.
Selling for $300 obo
For more information, call JAY at 604-723-8692
TWO BRAND NEW WORKSTATION LIGHTS with 24”
gooseneck arms. These are the same lights that the guild
has on the One Way lathe except without the elaborate arm.
They come with two mounting kits for mounting on wood or
metal surface. Use compact fluorescent lamps for energy
efficiency.
Two for $130
For more information, call JAY at 604-723-8692. I will
bring the lights to the March Guild meeting

604-462-7597

TREASURER

Fred Baldwin

604-812-4972

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Michelle Gendron
Ed Pretty
Merv Graham
Steve Kent

604-937-3275
604-533-1939
604-789-1873
604-888-5967
604-272-3525
604-937-0145

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR

Don Hoskins

604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS

Steve Kent
Peter McLaren
Larry Stevenson

604-937-0145
604-533-1939
604-940-9760

LIBRARIAN

Gerry Vickers
VERITAS® DIRECT-READING CALIPER The graduated
aluminum scale is etched, providing a good contrast with the
anodized surface. Graduated in 32nds, 0" to 4", with a throat
capacity to cover the same range. Lee Valley Sells this
caliper for 49.50 + tax
Price $30.00
If interested call BARRY WILKINSON at 604-536-6870 or
email bwilki@shaw.ca

604-940-9760

604-463-0760

FOOD CHIEF

Lance Rossington

604-462-9985

FOCUS ON FUNDAMENTALS

Murray MacKinnon

604-000-0000

CRITIQUE TABLE

Larry Stevenson
604-940-9760
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
TECH TALK TABLE

Bruce Campbell

604-944-3028

TURNING 101

Gerry Vickers

604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER

Dennis Cloutier Editor 604-468-0605
dennis@runningdogwoodworking.com

Barry Wilkinson Publisher 604-536-6870
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Georgette McLaren 604-533-1939
Gregg Parsons
(604)-542-9066
WEBMASTER

Steve Hansen

604-585-0638

